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AMANA | BERTAZZONI | BLUESTAR | BOSCH | CAFE | DACOR | DANBY | ELECROLUX ICON | FISHER PAYKEL
FRIGIDAIRE | GAGGENAU | GE | HOTPOINT | JENN-AIR | KITCHENAID | LG | LIEBHERR | LYNX | MAYTAG

MIELE | PERLICK | SAMSUNG | SUB-ZERO | THERMADOR | TRUE | U-LINE | WHIRLPOOL | ZEPHYR

EXCEPTIONAL
APPLIANCE
SALES, SERVICE &

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Today’s consumers expect more for 
their money, and industry 

manufacturers have been stepping up to 
meet that demand with appliances 
tailored to busy lifestyles. But despite the 
present-day proficiency for our own 
appliances to be smarter than your 
average fifth grader, one thing hasn’t 
changed: the need for expert service to 
back them up.

Since its start in 1971, Don’s Appliances 
has managed to strike the right balance 
between the competitive pricing that 
makes larger retailers seem appealing 
while picking up where they fall short—on 
small-town service. Still family-owned and 
-operated to this day, the independent 
customer-centric company’s goal of 100% 
satisfaction doesn’t start and end with 
sales. Their team takes genuine interest in 
your day-to-day. Why? To determine the 
products that best fit your life and how 
you live it.

From conception to execution, Don’s 
Appliances aims to be your go-to retailer 
for sales, installation and service. With 
that goal in mind, it makes sense that they 
were named Best of Houzz’s service 
winner for 2016 and 2017 and feature 
appliances for every area of the home, 
from the kitchen to the laundry room, 
outdoors and more—even water products 

and beds! Quality brands from Bosch to 
Electrolux, Jenn-Air, Maytag, Sub-Zero, 
Thermador and many others are found in 
stock, but what may surprise some is that 
Don’s doesn’t just service what they sell; 
their in-house repair center’s factory-
trained technicians are capable of 
trouble-shooting and repairing a wide 

array of brands. Another perk? Their parts 
department is stocked with parts for 
every brand they carry.

Offering inspiration as well as education, 
Don’s Appliances goes so far as to employ 
its own Culinary Institute of America-
trained corporate chef, Anthony Marino, 
whose original programming enlightens 
on the endless possibilities of kitchens 
equipped with products from the Don’s 
Appliances arsenal. Don’s also features 
“experience kitchens” where customers 
can take an actual cooking class to get 
hands-on with cutting-edge appliances.

Transforming imagination to reality starts 
with step one. Visit the Don’s Appliances 
Experience Center to get a feel for what’s 
possible at 251 Bilmar Drive, Pittsburgh.

12 MONTHS
SAME AS CASH


